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Abstract—In recent years, the effectiveness of traditional ban-
ner advertising on the Internet has been declining; users tend
to pay less attention to the text and graphic banners. This leads
to the fact that advertising agencies are forced to come up with
sophisticated mechanics to attract users. The trend of recent
years is the development of personalized advertising offers in
social networks. In this article, we talk about the architecture
of the system we developed for a unique advertising project, the
purpose of which is to analyze available information from the
user profile in the VK social network and generate a personalized
video based on the received data. At almost all stages, we use
machine learning methods to extract implicit profile information
and filter data. The system architecture was created on the basis
of the proven approach of Hybrid Intelligent Information Systems
(HIIS).

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the developed system is to generate a custom

video for a particular user using information from his or

her social profile. This is done for advertisement purposes

to encourage users to use a particular product. One of the

key components is an analysis of the user’s profile picture

because it had to be used directly in a publicly available

video, so a photo has been passed through a set of filters

and transformers to be included in the resulting video. Also,

an extensive profile analysis has been performed to determine

the user’s personality accurately.

Problems that have been solved in the developed system

include face recognition, head pose detection, inappropriate

content filtering, sentiment analysis, and object detection in

photos.

Despite the fact that a large number of publications in the

field of marketing are devoted to video advertising, we could

not find publications that would discuss in detail the technical

aspects of video advertising systems being developed. There

are descriptions of approaches for generating video based on

audio [1], [2], but this approach is not a direct analogue of

the problem we are solving.

It should be noted that this system was created in real terms;

therefore, instead of experimenting with datasets, libraries

with pre-trained algorithms were used whenever possible. The

system architecture was designed on the basis of the proven

approach of Hybrid Intelligent Information Systems (HIIS) [3].

The developed system can be simultaneously considered as

a HIIS and an information-analytical system [4].

II. THE DEVELOPED SYSTEM AS HIIS

According to [3], a HIIS should combine the elements of

the system based on soft computing and conventional system

based on data and knowledge processing. The generalized

HIIS architecture includes the following components:

• The environment.

• The subconsciousness module.

• The consciousness module.

• The boundary model of consciousness and subconscious-

ness.

The subconsciousness module (MS) is related to the envi-

ronment in which a HIIS operates. Because the environment

can be represented as a set of continuous signals, the data

processing techniques of the MS are mostly based on neural

networks, fuzzy logic, and combined neuro-fuzzy methods.

The consciousness module (MC) is based on conventional

data and knowledge processing, which may be based on

traditional programming, workflow, or rule-based approaches.

The boundary model of consciousness and subconscious-

ness is intended for deep integration of modules of conscious-

ness and subconsciousness and represents an interface between

these modules with the function of data storage. The data is

a complex ontology that is used by both the consciousness

and subconsciousness modules. The main task of the subcon-

sciousness module is to recognize elements of ontology from

the environment. If we consider the consciousness module

as a kind of expert system, then the recognized elements of

the ontology can be considered as elements of the operating

memory of the expert system that trigger the corresponding

rules. Depending on the goals of the system, rules can generate

output information for the user or signals for the subconscious

module that have the desired effect on the environment.

The proposed HIIS concept is considered as a generalized

approach that should be adapted to create information systems

in specific subject areas. The architecture of the proposed

system based on the HIIS concept is presented in Fig. 1.

A feature of the environment in the developed system is

that the environment is a heterogeneous source: texts, images,

data from the social network. The current implementation of

the system uses only the VKontakte social network; further,

in the article, we use the abbreviation VK.

The subconsciousness of a system is a set of modules

based on machine learning models and designed to extract
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Fig. 1. The developed system as HIIS

the necessary data from the environment. Some of this data

is used to verify user information, and some to form the final

video.

The “User photo processing module” is used to search for

a suitable user photo in VK and its subsequent processing

for insertion into the video. The “Module for obtaining the

characteristics of the VK profile” is designed to separate

individual characteristics from the user profile using the VK

API.

The “Posts analysis module” is designed to extract charac-

teristics from the user’s text messages using the VK API.

The “Photo analysis module” is designed to extract charac-

teristics from user’s photos using VK API.

The “Video creation module” is designed to generate the

final video based on the previously received and analyzed data.

The boundary model of consciousness and subconscious-

ness is implemented as in-memory storage intended both for

intermediate storage of output results of modules included in

the system’s subconsciousness and for storing processed data

used for video generation.

The system consciousness module reads from the storage

the output data of the modules included in the subconscious-

ness of the system, processes the data, and writes into the

storage the processed data used to form the video. The prin-

ciples of operation of the consciousness module are discussed

in detail in the following section.

III. THE SYSTEM CONSCIOUSNESS AS AN

INFORMATION-ANALYTICAL SYSTEM

According to [5], the “Information-Analytical System” is

“an automated system which carries out the storage, pro-

cessing, analysis, and provision of information in a user-

friendly form.” The following formal definition is given in

[4]: IAS = 〈IASDATA, IASPROC , IASINTR〉, where IAS
– information-analytical system; IASDATA – the data and

knowledge component of information-analytical system, re-

sponsible for the “storage of information”; IASPROC – the in-

formation processes component of information-analytical sys-

tem, responsible for “processing and analysis of information”;

IASINTR – the user interface component of information-

analytical system, responsible for “input and provision of

information in a user-friendly form.”

For us, component IASPROC is especially crucial for

organizing information processes and component IASDATA

for aggregating data received from the subconsciousness of

the system.

A. The Processes Description

According to [4], the IASPROC component is based on

the metagraph process approach. The two main concepts of

the metagraph model are metavertex and metaedge.

The metagraph metavertex: mvi = 〈{atrk},MGf 〉, where

mvi – metagraph metavertex; atrk – attribute, MGf – meta-

graph fragment.

The metagraph metaedge: mei = 〈vS , vE , {atrk},MGf 〉,
where mei – metagraph metaedge; vS – source vertex

(metavertex) of the metaedge; vE – destination vertex

(metavertex) of the metaedge; atrk – attribute, MGf – meta-

graph fragment.

In order to combine the data metagraph model and meta-

graph agent model, the concept of an “active metagraph”

is proposed: MGACTIV E = 〈MGD, AGMG〉, AGMG =
{agi}, where MGACTIV E – an active metagraph; MGD

– data metagraph; AGMG – set of metagraph agents agi,
attached to the data metagraph.

The “metagraph process” may be considered as a metagraph

metaedge based on active metagraph. An active metagraph is

used instead of data metagraph as a process node: PROCi =
〈vS , vE , {atrk},MGf [mvnode ≡ MGACTIV E

node ]〉.
The example of the metagraph processes description is

represented in Fig. 2. The vertices and metavertices used for

data descriptions are shown with circles. Active metagraphs

mg∗ corresponding to the metagraph process elements are

shown with rectangles. The metagraph processes PROC1 and

PROC2 are shown with double rectangles. The dashed link

shows the call of nested metagraph process PROC2 from the

active metagraph element mg15. The directed edges show the

relationship between metagraph process elements. The undi-

rected edges show the relationship between data elements or

the relationship between data elements and active metagraphs.

The input data for the mg11 element are shown as metavertex

mv1, which contains vertices v31, v32 and connecting them

edge e31. The connection between the metavertex mv1 and

the process element mg11 is performed using the edge e41.

The attribute mg11.in = true means the semantic of input

data. Similarly, using the edges e42, e43, e44, the metavertices

mv2 and mv3 are connected with active metagraph elements

mg11 and mg12 as input-output data.
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Fig. 2. The example of the metagraph processes description

The generalized process of the developed system operation

is represented in Fig. 3. The process is shown as a sequence

of steps that perform semantic enrichment of the resulting

metavertex. The resulting metavertex is stored in the bound-

ary model of consciousness and subconsciousness. To avoid

cluttering the Fig. 3, the resulting metavertex data is shown as

a simple outline instead of a complex graph.

1) The Primary dialog includes initial communication

with the user and the choice of a VK profile for analysis.

2) After calling the “Module for obtaining the charac-
teristics of the VK profile,” the profile characteristics

are added to the resulting metavertex.

3) After calling the “User photo processing module,”
the user photo processed and ready for including into

the video is added to the resulting metavertex.

4) After calling the “Posts analysis module,” the extracted

from text user psychological characteristics are added to

the resulting metavertex.

5) After calling the “Photo analysis module,” the ex-

tracted from photos user psychological characteristics

are added to the resulting metavertex.

6) The collected data is processed and aggregated for video

creation purposes.

7) After calling the “Video creation module,” the gener-

ated video is sent to the user.

The data processing details are described in the following

subsection.

B. The Data Processing Description

The classical multidimensional data model, proposed by

Edgar F. Codd, allows working with numerical data (measures)

binding them to the hierarchical taxonomies (dimensions) [6].

The multidimensional data model is a core for OLAP (online

Fig. 3. The generalized process of system operation

analytical processing) information systems and is used in a

significant number of information-analytical systems.

But the multidimensional model is oriented for numerical

measures usage. Textual or object-oriented information is not

considered for use as measures. This may be noted as a

limitation of a classical multidimensional model.

An approach called “Graph OLAP” is currently being devel-

oped [7]. This idea is somewhat similar to ROLAP (Relational

OLAP) approach, but instead of the relational model, the

graph model is used. Thus, the “Graph OLAP” approach is

an attempt to adapt the standard multidimensional model to

graph data. This approach inherits the main problem of the

classical multidimensional model. It does not allow changing

the type and structure of the data in the aggregation process.

To overcome this problem, it is proposed to use the metagraph

approach [4].

According to [4] the multidimensional data model may be

represented in the form of a metagraph. At the same time, this

approach allows storing in hypercube facts and aggregate not

only numerical values but any complex data structures. This

allows working with data, knowledge, situations, processes

descriptions represented in the form of metagraph.

The aggregation example is represented in Fig. 4. There
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Fig. 4. The example of the metagraph aggregation

is a simple hypercube with two dimensions hcd1 and hcd2.

The hypercube facts correspond to the hypercube dimension

element combinations hcd111 − hcd211, hcd111 − hcd212,

hcd112 − hcd211, hcd112 − hcd212 are lower-level hypercube

facts. The combination hcd11 − hcd21 corresponds to the

aggregated hypercube fact. In the process of aggregation, not

only quantitative characteristics change but also the metagraph

structure of cells corresponding to the facts of the hypercube.

In our case, the input data for data processing is a seman-

tically enriched resulting metavertex.

During data processing (block 6 in Fig. 3), we need to solve

two problems: select an appropriate video template and get

aggregated parameters for substituting into the template.

The Holland Codes model [8] is known as the Holland

Occupational Themes (or RIASEC) model and is widely used

in psychology. Codes are labeled as Realistic (Doers), Inves-

tigative (Thinkers), Artistic (Creators), Social (Helpers), En-

terprising (Persuaders), and Conventional (Organizers) based

on what. Example of Holland codes distribution for particular

text input is provided in the Fig 5 [9]. They are officially

used for students future occupation assessment and for staff

recruitment. The target video templates correspond to the

Holland codes.

Fig. 5. The example of the Holland codes distribution

Data processing and aggregation are performed using rule-

based metagraph agents. The result of processing is Holland’s

dominant code for a given user, as well as the aggregated data

required to generate the video.

Holland’s dominant code was determined based on the

psychological characteristics of the user extracted from the

texts and photos of the user’s profile in VK (output of blocks

4 and 5 in Fig. 3).

In the next sections, we will look at the work of modules

that are parts of the subconsciousness of the system.

IV. THE MODULE FOR OBTAINING THE

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VK PROFILE

The main purpose of this relatively simple module is to

extract attributes from the user’s profile using VK API. The

extracted attributes are saved to the resulting metavertex.

The extracted attributes include processing of the follow-

ing information: user’s sex, city, country, education, spoken

languages, subscriptions, various counters (such as audio and

video files, friends).

V. THE USER PHOTO PROCESSING MODULE

The process of analyzing the user’s profile photo consisted

of several stages, such as:

1) Fetch the user’s profile photos.

2) Find exactly one face in the picture.

3) Determine the head pose.

4) Make sure that the photo does not have inappropriate

content.

5) Prepare this photo for including in the video.
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It was extremely important in this project that the human’s

head has been directed straight to the camera, i.e., a person

has been looking straight, because the final video is dependant

on this fact. For face recognition library [15] has been used.

It determines if there is a face in the picture and if the person

is one of the famous people, in which case such a photo is

becoming not valid. There are three possible directions of head

rotation: yaw, pitch, and roll like in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Directions of head rotation

Big values of yaw and pitch are not valid for the current

task, but roll rotations can be easily fixed by rotating an image

in the opposite direction than the roll angle. To determine

head pose, we used shape predictor from dlib [16] to find

face landmarks coordinates then using solvePnP method from

OpenCV, we determined the rotation matrix and the translation

vector of the head in the picture. After that, using method

described in [17], we transformed the resulting rotation matrix

to two sets of Euler angles (which represent yaw, pitch, and

roll).

If everything determined correctly on previous steps, then

a photo is transferred to NSFW analysis using the AWS

Rekognition platform. However, it has limitations. In our

service, a face is cut out from a photo, but the service allows

us to find inappropriate content on the entire photo. Therefore,

artificially made, for example, in Photoshop, incorrect photos

can still be allowed by the system.

VI. THE POSTS ANALYSIS MODULE

The purpose of this module is to extract Holland’s dominant

code for a given user based on user’s posts.

To solve this problem, we used the method described in [9].

The authors of this paper propose a neural network topology

and a training dataset for determining the Holland codes from

textual information. Texts of user’s posts were provided as the

input and the resulting output was the distribution of Holland

codes.

The authors pose the problem of determining Holland’s

codes as a regression problem. The outputs of the neural

network are the weights for each Holland’s code for a given

user.

To determine the dominant Holland code, it is sufficient to

take the code with maximum weight. However, as the “photo

analysis module” is used to correct weights, all the resulting

weights for the “posts analysis module” are saved into the

storage.

VII. THE PHOTO ANALYSIS MODULE

The purpose of this module is to determine the number

of photos that contain different objects. This module is an

experimental one and is used to correct the Holland code

weights based on the subject of the photo.

An example of a correction rule: “If most of the user’s

photos show animals, multiply the weight of code ‘Social’ by

the correction factor 1.2.”

The COCO dataset [10] was used for module implementa-

tion. Currently, most object detection algorithms have models

that are pre-trained on this dataset.

When implementing the module, we experimented with

algorithms Mask R-CNN [11] (implementation [12]) and

YOLOv3 [13] (implementation [14]).

In our case, the Mask R-CNN algorithm worked about

three times longer than YOLOv3 algorithm. The quality of the

algorithms was comparable. Therefore, the YOLOv3 algorithm

was used to solve the problem.

The default values of the Holland codes are provided by

the “posts analysis module.” The dominant Holland code is

determined after applying correction rules.

VIII. THE VIDEO CREATION MODULE

The purpose of this module is to render the result video file

personalized for a particular user. As an input, it accepts a user

name, aggregated data, and a prepared profile picture. These

data are passed to the render process, which renders an Adobe

After Effects project by substituting corresponding layers and

composition with proper texts and images, and the output file

is uploaded back to the user.

In order to make the final video as personalized as possible,

we were faced with a difficult task - to cut out the user’s face

from the most successful profile photo, adjust the position

of the face, based on the previously obtained rotation data,

and merge the resulting one with the frame on which the

actor’s photo is located. In the After Effects project we created

a special layer for face, into which we transfer the photo,

receiving the final frame with the user’s face instead of the

original actor’s face as shown in Fig. 7.

Several methods have been tried to solve the problem. The

first approach was to segment the face in the photo, cut out

the segmented area, adjust the size, position, and color, and

add the final frame to the layer. There are many ready-to-use

solutions for solving the problem of determining a face in a

photo, for example: OpenCV with a Haar cascade [18], dlib

with segmenting a face with landmarks. For segmentation of

objects on the photo - model FCN-8s-VGG [19].
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Fig. 7. The principle of layering photo on video

We focused on face segmentation, since it was important

that hair or other objects in the background in the original

photo did not fall into the frame. Using the obtained coordi-

nates of the face, a mask was formed and the face was cut

from the photo using this mask for further processing.

However, there were problems when processing the result-

ing segment of the photo. In particular, when adjusting the

photo size for insertion or correcting skin color in the photo,

the resulting frame did not always look natural. Sometimes

it was seen that the face seemed to be layered on top of the

frame, despite the normal proportions. Also, sometimes there

was a problem of incorrect segmentation when part of the neck

fell into the final frame.

Because of these problems, it became clear that cutting

out a face from a photo and completely transferring it to the

frame so that it looked realistic would not work. Therefore,

we decided to apply the method of “mixing” the original face

of the actor and the face of the user segmented in the photo.

This method is detailed in [20]. The main idea is to segment

faces in two photos, select anchor points, form 3d models of

faces by points, and combine them. The disadvantage of such

a scheme is that the user’s original photo appears in the final

frame with distortion and is ”mixed” with the actor’s original

photo. We made this assumption, since it was necessary to

obtain the most natural look of the frame with user’s photo.

Therefore, in the final system, this particular method was

applied, and the videos turned out to be realistic in more cases

than in the first version.

The result is shown in Fig. 8

Fig. 8. The example of final video-frame

IX. PROJECT DEPLOYMENT

The entire system, including all of the components (except

for the actual render services) were deployed in the Kubernetes

cluster. Each service is a Python application packed inside a

Docker container. Applications communicate with each other

via a system bus implemented on top of the RabbitMQ server.

The actual diagram of services is displayed in the Fig. 9. Every

component displayed in a rectangle is a service deployed

to the cluster. The idea is to be able to scale each service

independently. So if, say, Sentiment SVC is becoming a

bottleneck of the whole processing pipeline, we can easily

scale it up and process requests faster.

Arrows on the diagram represent the data flow between ser-

vices, and all these communications happen in the RabbitMQ

server. The communication between service A to service B

means that service A creates a task with destination set to

service B and puts it into the system bus. Service B waits for

messages directed to itself, executes it, and may or may not

create another task for another service. Components:

1) ChatBot. User communicates with the entire system via

chatbot in VK social network.

2) Photo Analyzer. Subsystem responsible for the extrac-

tion of an appropriate user’s photo. This component

consists of several subservices, which are actually in-

dependent.

a) AvaFetcher. Service downloads all available profile

picture photos from the user’s page.

b) FaceFind. Searches for one and only one face in

the image. If an image does not contain faces or

contains more than one face, it gets rejected.

c) NSFWFind. Service detects any inappropriate con-

tent in the image.

d) CelebFind. Service detects if the face in the image

is the face of someone well known, so if this is the

case image also gets rejected.

e) FaceSegm. Service created a final image that would

be inserted into the resulting video.

3) Profile Analyzer. Subsystem responsible for analyzing

a user’s profile and essentially choosing one of the

AfterEffects projects to render.

a) Grammar SVC. Analyzes user’s posts to be gram-

matically correct.

b) Sentiment SVC. Analyzes user’s posts for their

sentiment value.

c) Animal SVC. Analyzes user’s images to find any

images with animals.

d) Smile SVC. Analyzes user’s images to find smiling

persons.

4) Video Farm. Service responsible for communicating

directly to After Effects and render the video file. This is

the most resource-intensive point of the system, basically

the overall speed of video creation is related to it.

However, this subsystem can scale horizontally, so the

parameters of the servers and their number were selected

to meet the bandwidth requirements of the entire system.
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Fig. 9. System component diagram

5) Video Save. Service responsible for uploading the re-

sulting video back to VK. Profile Watchdog and Photo

Watchdog services were needed to track progress of each

processing pipeline to watch if the pipeline is stuck on

any stage (because of any kind of failure - network

issues, application crash, etc.) and to restart the failed

stage so the pipeline could eventually succeed.

6) VK Proxy controls requests rate limit to VK.

The only services that are not deployed in the Kubernetes

cluster are the Video Farm and Video Save, because for the

Video Farm service we need direct access to After Effects and

this could be achieved on Windows servers.

Video creation is the most resource-intensive task, as shown

in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. System Services timings

We have stabilized the generation time by managing the

resources and traffic supplied by advertising to the project.

The user’s waiting time is shown in Fig. 11 and meets the

specified requirements.

Fig. 11. User video waiting time

X. CONCLUSIONS

The developed practical system uses a combination of

well-known machine learning methods, without opening new

approaches to solving the listed problems. Nevertheless, the

article focuses on the architecture of such a system and

examines it from the point of view of the HIIS. The developed

system can be simultaneously considered as a HIIS and an

information-analytical system. Using the HIIS approach allows

us to define the overall architecture of the system. Modules that

use machine learning belong to the system’s subconsciousness.

The information-analytical system consists of three com-

ponents: the data and knowledge component, the information

processes component, and the user interface component.

The metagraph process may be considered as a metagraph

metaedge based on active metagraph. The generalized process

of the developed system operation may be represented as

a metagraph process. The process may be considered as a

sequence of steps that perform semantic enrichment of the

resulting metavertex.

The metagraph multidimensional data model allows storing

in hypercube facts and aggregate not only numerical values but

any complex data structures. This allows working with data
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and knowledge in the form of a metagraph. Data processing

and aggregation are performed using rule-based metagraph

agents. The result of processing is Holland’s dominant code

for a given user, as well as the aggregated data required to

generate the video.

Thus, a proposed approach allows us to develop a person-

alized video advertising system based on social network user

data.
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